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Call for Book Proposals: Vernon Series in Sociology 

 

We invite proposals for monographs and collections of essays for our book in Series in Sociology. The 

series welcomes proposals on a wide range of topics related to sociology and sociological research. We 

are interested in work that is relevant to contemporary issues and debates, though will also consider 

work that revisits classic debates in sociology or takes an interdisciplinary perspective.  

 

Some of the books in the series include: 

 

Network Society: How Social Relations rebuild Space(s)   

 

Designing Technology, Work, Organizations and Vice Versa   

 

Care and Well-being in Old Age 

 

Past works in the series have engaged with topics of high societal and practical relevance at the local 

and global level. Nevertheless, the series is also open to high quality works that may be elsewhere seen 

as too theoretical or too specialized to merit publication. Contributions from both established and 

younger scholars from all parts of the world are welcome. More information on what we look for in a 

proposal is available on our website. 

 

If you have an idea for a book-length writing project in Sociology, or if you would like to edit a multi-

author book with us, we would be delighted to hear from you. 

 

For further information or if you have any questions please contact: 

Carolina Sanchez PhD, Commissioning Editor   carolina.sanchez@vernonpress.com  

 
About the publisher 

Vernon Press is an independent publisher of scholarly books in the social sciences and humanities. We 

work closely with authors, academic associations, distributors and library information specialists to 

identify and develop high quality, high impact titles.  

 

We offer a quick turnaround. Proposals will be evaluated within two weeks and we aim to conclude 

peer review in under two months. We use members of our unique community of reviewers who are 

qualified, guided and sufficiently motivated to provide high-quality reviews promptly.  

 

Our publication terms are amongst the most competitive in the industry. We offer useful and timely 

feedback and support to authors throughout the publication process. Our books are distributed and 

marketed globally. All books published in the series will be available as hardback and affordable 

paperback e-book editions. More information: www.vernonpress.com  
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